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and at 5.30 A.M. we were on the lower edge of the crater, a keen 
N. wind, temperature 15° (F.), a slight sulphur smell in the air, 
and an absolutely perfect view. McAllister had never been 
beyond this point, much to our surprise, but we were all soon 
on our way round the E. side of the crater to the summit. 

From 7 A.M. till nearly 9 we stayed on the bare summit, the 
sun warm and the air almost motionless. Orizaba, Malinche, 
Ixtaccihuatl, Nevado de Toluca, and, we thought, the very 
distant Sierra Madre del Sur, all stood out clearly, as well as 
Mexico City and Amecameca to the N. and Puebla to the 
S. The crater was roaring steam from several vents it has 
since been in mild eruption. 

Returning to camp at aboD:t 11.30 we were waited upon by 
a dozen or so doubtful-looking characters, all armed, who said 
they wanted our money but had to be .content with cigarettes. 
After a horribly dusty ride of 4 hours to Amecameca we were 
lucky in securing a car to get us back to Mexico City in time 
for dinner. 

[For notes and various ascents of these two peaks, see 'A.J.' 
4, 234-7 ; 8, 280-1 ; 14, 403-4; 15, 268-72 (with illustrations); 
18, 456-61 (includes also the ascent of 0RIZABA) ; 21, 144-5.] 

THE ATLAS MouNTAINS. 
• 

BY ANDREA DE POLLITZER-POLLENGHI. 

GENERAL. 

N the 'litus importuosu~' of the ancient geographers, that 
coast beaten ceaselessly by the violence of the Atlantic and 

stormed by the incfemency of the Mediterranean, the Phrenicians 
and Oarthaginians first landed. There Hannibal passed on his 
march ; then Antonius Paulinus's legions, which founded the 
'Mauritania tingitana,' 1 of which the ruins of Volubilis -attest the 
splendour ; in their track followed the hordes of the Vandals and 
the Goths, and at last the Semitic Arabs. 

There the native population, the Berbers of Hamitic race, 2 opposed 
these invasions, jealous of their political liberty. But they could 
not resist the religious laws the aggressors imposed on them. 

1 Tingis = Tangier. 
2 On the origin of the Berbers there exist various theories, to go into ·which 

would be outside the scope of the present article. 
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Idolaters, they were first converted to Judaism, then St. Cyprian 
preached the Christ]an religion. They were, however, indifferent 
Christians and practised every possible heresy, till in the seventh 
century Okla Ibn Nafe, a companion of the Prophet, forced on t hem 
the Mahommedan Faith. According to legend, this heroic fanatic, 
as soon as he had reached the Atlant ic, pushed his steed into t he 
rushing waves and called Allah to witness that he would leave 
behind, from the Red Sea to the Atlantic, nothing but Mahommedans 
or corpses. 

Morocco 3 now became Mussulman. Its first Sultan, Moulay 
Idriss, proclaimed in A.D. 788, was a descendant of Ali, a brother
in-law of the Prophet. The present Sultan, Moulay Mohammed 
Hamada, descends also from Mahommed. 

l\1orocco is to-day the only Mahommedan and orthodox state 
where the sovereign, spiritual and temporal head, pontiff and 
emperor according to t he laws and the t raditions descends from 
the founder of Islamism. For all the Moroccans, Arabs and Berbers, 
the Turk is a schismatic, and no intercourse or sympathy unite 
these two branches, so distant, of Islamism. 

lVIustafa Kemal's successes have, however, stirred the Mussul
man world from Malaya to the Atlant ic. These victories caused in 
Mussulman nations, oppressed by foreign yoke, a great hope of 
emancipation which the propaganda of the Young Turks, Young 
Egyptians and Neo-Tunisians t ends to exalt. 

It is well known that France, in consequence of the Agadir affair, 
entered Morocco in 1912 and that General Lyautey was appointed 
'Commissaire General' of France. His colonizing activity was 
not interrupted by the great war and has radically t ransformed 
Morocco. In this vast country, before that time, there was a total 
lack of any trace of roads, and the merchandise coming from the 
French ports reached the interior through caravan routes on camel's 
back as many ports of the Sultan were closed t o Europeans. It 
was then, thanks to Lyautey, that up to this day over 4000 km. of 
roads have been constructed, many of which are 8 m. wide and 
asphalted. 

Before this, Casablanca was a small, indescribably filthy town, 
infest ed by epidemics ; to-day it is one of the chief ports of the 
African Atlantic shore, and its port appliances rival those of 
Marseilles. Whereas formerly from Casablanca to the capital, 
Marrakech, some weeks' journey was required by camel wit h 
military escort marching along a dangerous route, to-day six daily 
electric t rains with dining-cars run, covering the distance in six 
hours . 

3 The F rench word Maroc (Spanish: Marruecos) and hence the English 
word Morocco are all deformations of the word 'Marrakech' which for the 
natives indicated (up to the French occupation) not a region, but a city : the 
Capital of the South. 
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The French occupation, while leaving the Arab and Berber 
quarters unaltered, has built at some distance the new European 
quarters in white cement. In the Arab and Berber parts all the 
cities especially Fez and Marrakech have preserved intact their 
aspect, their folk lore, their worships and their mysteries. The 
ethnographic variety of the population, from pale-faced to ebony
coloured negroes, from Arab countryman to Berber mountaineer, 
blending at ' Marrakech la rouge ' on the vast square Djemaa El 
Fna, has made this picturesque fair of snake-charmers, contortionists 
and story-singers, and the other cities of present-day Morocco the 
most picturesque and interesting centres of Africa. 

The whole of Morocco is nominally governed to-day by the Sultan. 
The greater and more populated part of the country is subject to 
the French, 4 the other part to the Spanish, protectorate. 5 Finally, 
there is the small zone of Tangier, 6 nominally international. 
Q,fficially, French Morocco is called 'Empire cherifien, 7 Protectorat 
de la Republique Franyaise au Maroc.' Not all the zones of Morocco 
have recognized this central power, viz. that of the Sultan and of 
the French. This occupation, carried out by arms and especially 
with the help of the Foreign Legion, makes progress from year to 
year; and where it progresses confers schools, health, well-being, 
safety; in a word that state of conditions commonly called civiliza
tion. Nevertheless, as always and everywhere, these primitive 
populations, thirsting for liberty, despise civilization, and above all 
hold dear their old independence and defend it to the utmost. 

To-day the 'bled Makhzen,' viz. all territories recognizing the 
central power, embrace three-quarters of the surface, whereas the 
other quarter is constituted by the ' bled Sib a.' 

The most important cities are: RABAT, the seat since 1912 of 
the French Resident General who represents the French Government 
to the Sultan, and the usual residence of the Sultan himself, with 
138,000 inhabitants (14,000 Europeans). CASABLANCA, a modern 
city, the chief port of Morocco, with 107,000 inhabitants (35,000 
Europeans). MARRAKECH, the capital of the South, the most 
populous city and the starting point for anyone desiring to visit 
the Central Massif of the High Atlas, with 160,000 inhabitants 
(3600 Europeans). FEz, the capital of the North, a very picturesque 
city, with 81,000 inhabitants (3600 Europeans). In Spanish 

4 'Maroc fran<;ais.' Surface, about 415,000-572,000 sq. km. (according 
to the works consulted, a difference probably due to the uncertain borderline 
with the desert and to the dissident zone taken more or less into account). 
Inhabitants: 4,229,146 (of which 104,712 Europeans), a very approximate 
calculation of 1926, which does not include unoccupied territory. 

5 'Marruecos espanol.' Surface about 28,000 sq. km. Inhabitants: 
750,000 (excluding the enclave of Ifni). 

6 Tangier, 380 sq. km. 75,000 inhabitants. 
7 Cheri£ in Arabic= noble, a title given by the Mussulmans to the 

descendants of Mahommed. 
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Morocco, the Spanish Commissary resides at TETOUAN (35,000 in
habitants, of which 17,000 are European). 

The population of French Morocco is composed principally, as 
already mentioned, of Arabs and Berbers, of Jews distributed as 
much in the cities as in the country and the mountains, of negroes 
and half-castes. For a long time it has been held erroneously that 
the Arabs formed the preponderant part of the population. It 
·would seem that the greater part of it is in reality made up by 
Berbers. 

The Berbers are divided i:nto various tribes, but they themselves 
make use of a division according to the spoken dialects. One of 
these is the ' Chleuh ' 8 used by the mountaineers of the Middle 
and High Atlas. The Chleuh are fair-skinned, rather thin with 
close-cropped hair, who bear fatigue and privations well. The men 
do not wear a headdress nor the women the veil. They are moderate 
in their food. 9 

It is said that the Berbers are covetous of money, lazy and liars. 
I, myself, have found the opposite: they are hospitable, hard
working, very honest and if they should be blamed for anything, 
it is for ' dignified begging ' which, after all, is typical of all Oriental 
peoples who see (for how much longer?) an immeasurably rich 
nabob in every European. 

Their dress consists mainly of a burnous (a tunic made of home
woven white, maroon or black wool) ; they wear a curious sort of 
footgear, sandals n1ade of old motor-car tyres, fastened to the feet 
by laces composed of vegetable fibres. They are unused to carrying 

· really heavy weights, and when they must, instead of shouldering 
a sack, carry bundles on the nape of the neck. They move rapidly 
on rocks, but are rather inexpert on ice and snow. 

The religion, both of Arabs and Berbers, is Islamism. The 
oldest language of the country is Berber. There are a few extant 
documents, all written in Arabic characters. Arabic, imported 
with Islamism and imposed by it, is the most widespread language. 
The literary Arabic language is used in official acts and in literary 
works ;_ it is very different from the spoken or common Arabic. 

The climate of Morocco varies exceedingly: 'Mediterranean' 
in the North, ' Atlantic ' in the West, ' Desert ' in the South, ' Conti
nental ' in the interior. The rainfall also varies. The zone of 
Marrakech has little rain (less than 20 em.) ; it hardly ever rains 
• 1n summer. 

In the whole of the Atlas no glaciers exist, nevertheless in winter 
and often till late in the year the mountains are covered abundantly 
with snow, snow which represents ' la pluie en reserve et mise en 
quelque sorte a la caisse d'epargne.' In fact, water is the main 

8 In the Encyclopcedia Britannica: Shluh (Chlouah). 
9 Unleavened bread, flour, barley biscuits, ibrin (a kind of Couscous). 
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problem of agriculture, owing to the scarce rainfall. ' Gouverner, 
c'est pleuvoir.' So where the ground is naturally or artificially 
irrigated, it becomes marvellously fertile. An endless network of 
conduits carries the water to vast zones. There grow prickly pears · 
cork-trees, green oaks, arars (Thuya articulata), argars (Argana 
sideroxylon), palm trees; there vines produce magnificent grapes, 
while vegetables are equally wonderful. 

Morocco has an important stock of domestic animals amounting 
to 1,100,000 sheep and goats; 1,800,000 oxen; 114,000 camels. 
The mule is a very important animal in fact the great beast of 
burden. 

The exportation of phosphates is worthy of notice. In the 
Arab quarters there exists an interesting trade which sells its manu
factures in the Souks (markets). In the European cities the French 
have founded important industries : huge sugar factories, olive oil 
refineries, preserves factories, sardines, etc. 

' 

OROGRAPHY OF MoRocco. 

The entire chain of mountains covering Morocco, Algeria and 
Tunisia is called the Atlas, a very long and complicated mountain 
system. 

Although in this same JOURNAL 10 an excellent writer has already 
treated the matter authoritatively, and the subdivision .of this 
system has often been published in various other reviews, I think 
jt nevertheless useful not to overlook this point. First of all because 
' repetita juvant,' moreover in order to save the reader the trouble 
of consulting other works, as also because recent geographical 
explorations have yielded new materials, and lastly because accurate 
photo-topographical mappings made by the S.G.M.11 have cleared 
many pojnts, which were formerly uncertain. 

And so, he who may compare these notes with those . already 
existing will find some notable differences especially as regards 
information on the culrnjnating points and their altitudes. Both 
in the sketch-maps and the text the French wording has been 
adopted because the most detailed publications are in French, and 
because by conforming to them, I shall spare the student a good 
many doubts due to the often confused and erroneous nomenclature. 

The total length of the Atlas is about 800 km., or about 2000 km. 
if the Atlas Tellien is included. The total length of the Atlas has 
a maximum width of about 400 km.12 

10 'The Mountains of Morocco; the High Atlas,' by J. de Lepiney, A.J. 40, 
221-34. 

• 

11 Service Geographique du Maroc . It is connected with the Service Geo-
graphique de l'Armee, Paris. 

12 The length of the Alps is about 1000 km., maximum width about 250 km. 

• 
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1. The Rif (Er Rif). 

This range forms a curve between Ceuta and Melilla and is bordered 
towards -the S. by the Oued ( river) Sebou, by the gorge of Taza, 
by the Oued Msoun, a confluent of the Moulouya, and by the 
Moulouya itself. 

It is a complicated and barren system of massifs, imperfectly 
known, which extends to a length of about 350 km. It is difficult 
to establish which is the highest point of the chain, because for a 
long stretch in the western part it runs at about 2000 m. in height, 
with many summits of from 2000 to 2400 m. Anyhow this is a 
problem of small geographical importance. The highest peaks are 
probably the Djebel ( mountain) Tidighine, 2496 m., and the 
Djebel Taghzout, triangulated as 2459 m. 

It is accessible both from the Mediterranean coast and from the 
railway line which, on the S., runs along this chain. 

2. Moyen Atlas (Middle Atlas). 

This begins to the N. of Marrakech with the Djebilet ( small 
mountains) and extends to the N.E. It is divided from the High 
Atlas by the Oued Abid and the Moulouya. It is a complicated 
system of ranges, or rather, grassy and wooded high plateaux, 
approximately 400 km. long (or, including the Djebilet, about 
550 km.). It is only partly explored. 

The notes so far published as to which are the highest points of 
the Middle Atlas are rather uncertain, confusing and often contra
dictory. The highest summits are probably: the Dj. Moussa ou 
Salah,13 3190 m.,14 and very near to this, the Dj. Bou Iblane, 3103 m., 
then at a distance of about 25 km. towards the S.E. the Gaberraal, 
3350 m.15 The Dj. Hayane, shown on many maps as 3000 m. high, 
is only 2365 m. 

One can reach the Middle Atlas by the narrow-gauge railway 
G·uercif Midelt, or by the main road, Meknes Midelt. 

3. The Haut Atlas (High, Great Atlas). 

This range is the highest and the most important chain, 600-
700 km. long. It begins at Cap Ghir 16 and extends to the E.N.E. 
up to the high basin of the Oued Guir, extending almost to the 

. 

13 This 'ou' ( = 'or' in English) will be adhered to consistently to avoid 
confusion. 

14 In most maps shown as 4000 m. high. 
15 It is the highest point of the Middle Atlas and is probably not yet scaled. 

The 1 : 200,000 map of the S.G.M. shows : Djebel Ali, 3350 m. The 1 : 100,000 
map does not give the name Djebel Ali, but shows two summits triangulated 
3354 m. and 3349 m. 

16 There are also the wordings Rhir, Rir, Guir and Gir. 
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Algerian boundary. The northern sides are fertile and often covered 
with forests and walnuts growing up to the limits of irrigation ; 
the southern flanks are generally destitute of vegetation. 

The highest peak is the Dj. Toubkal, 4165 m., which at the same 
time is the highest point of North Africa. This mountain is also 
shown in the various publications with different names as Dj. Ifni, 
Dj. Tifnout, Dj. Tifni, Dj. Tamj outt, and with different heights 
between 4000 m. and 4500 m. 

From a geological point of view the High Atlas can be subdivided 
into three parts: the first, calcareous, extends from Cap Ghir to 
the Oued Ait 1\1oussi.17 The second part, from the Oued Ait Moussi 
to the Tizi ( pass) n'Telouet, is volcanic. The third part extends 
from the Tizi n'Telouet to the Oued Guir and is again calcareous. 

The first part which, as already stated, begins at Cap Ghir, extends 
gradually up to the Oued Ait Moussi and forms the hills of the Ida 
ou Tanan. The second part which extends from a length of about 
200 km. up to the Tizi n'Telouet, forms the Massif Central (Central 
Section). It is the most interesting to the mountaineer. This in 
its turn can be subdivided into two groups : 'Massif Ouest ' 
(western group) less known, which from the Oued Ait Moussi reaches 
the Oued n'Fis, and the' Massif Est' (eastern group), which from 
the Oued n'Fis reaches the Tizi n'Telouet. This second one is the 
best known and comprises the four great massifs which are the most 
elevated and therefore the best known and most described of the 
whole Atlas: the Ouenkrime, 4089 m., the Toubkal, 4165 m., the 
Lakoumt, 3910 m., the Inghemar, 3895 m., all triangulated. To 
these one might add also the massif of the Taraohkt-Tifnout,18 

which is less known than the former ones. The whole of these four . 
or five massifs is often called' Grand Atlas de Marrakech' or shorter 
' Grand Atlas,' an unscientific and not very precise term, but when 
used by tourists, a practical one at any rate. This zone, about 
25 km. long, is the one which has attracted so far the greatest 
number (although small) of climbers. 

The third part of the High Atlas, from the Tizi n'Telouet extends 
with elevations varying between roughly 2000 m. and 3000 m. up 
to Ari Ayachi, 3751 m.,19 the last important summit, and thence 
descends rapidly to the Algerian highlands. This part of the Atlas 
is extremely little known as it is to a great extent in unsettled 
territory. 

Four carriage roads only, all more or less suitable for motor cars,20 

cross the High Atlas: the first, across the Tizi n'Maachou, about 

17 On some maps Oued Moussa. 
18 I will use for the sake of greater clearness this binomial term. The Dj .. 

Taraokht, according to Neltner 4070 m., is probably the same as the Dj. Tifnout, 
4001 m. of the 'Carte de Reconnaissance' 1 : 100,000 of the S.G.M. See also 
Neltner, La Montagne, 1929, p. 231. 

19 On many maps 4000-4300 m. 
20 According to the season, the rains, the conditions of the roads and the 

car used. It is absolutely necessary to obtain information beforehand. 
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1700 m. (where the Oued Ait Moussi has its source), connects Imi 
n'Tanout and N zala Argana. The second, across the Tizi n'Test, 
about 2150 m.21 (near the Oued n'Fis), connects Talaat n'Yakoub 
and Taroudant. The third, across the Tizi n 'Tichka, about 
2580 m. , connects Ait Ourir and Telouet. The fourth, across the 
Tizi n 'Talghemt,22 about 1963 m., links up Ksabi and Rich. 

4. The A nti Atlas. 

This starts 100 km. to the S. of Cap Ghir towards the N.E. and 
joins the High Atlas. It is about 250 km. to 300 km. long. In the 
high plateau formed by these two chains, viz. the high plateau of 
Sous, runs the river of the same name. Towards the S., the Anti 
Atlas slopes down to the Sahara Desert and is divided from it by 
t he Oued Draa. It reaches its culminating elevation not far from 
t he point of junction with t he High Atlas, in t he massif of the 
t riangulated Dj. Siroua, 3304: m., an extinct volcano. The rest of 
the chain, or more exactly of the great calcareous highland has been 
crossed at but a few points and is very little known. 

It is attained from the carriage roads Agadir Taroudant Tizi 
n'Tleta (about 2480 m.) and Taroudant Igherm . 

• 

• 

5. The A tlas T ellien (Little Atlas, Tell A tlas or Maritime Atlas, 
which last word, however, includes also the Rij). 

This is a very long chain running parallel with the Algerian coast 
from t he Moulouya to Cap Bou 23 (Tunisia). It extends for about 
1200 km. This also, as well as the Rif, has a rather uniform eleva
tion, the maximum being probably the Dj. Djurdjura (Jurjura 
range), 2308 m . 

• 

6. The Atlas Saharien (Sahara-A tlas). 

This extends 200 km. more to the S. of t he Atlas Tellien, for a 
length of about 1000 km. parallel with the latter and, with it, 
borders the Hauts Plateaux (Plateaux of the Shot ).24 

The culminating points are probably the Dj. Aissa, 2236 m. and, 
in the group of Dj. Aures, the Dj. Chelia (Jebel Shellia), 2327 m. 

MouNTAINEERING IN MoRocco . 

It is indeed difficult to compare the Atlas with t he Alps. . 
If the lower calcareous zones are similar, the volcanic zones and 

especially the great massifs of the Massif Central cannot be com
pared at all with the Alps. These enormous massifs of red vitreous 

21 The' Carte de reconnaissance ' 1 : 100,000 of the S.G.M. does not indicate 
any height, the ' Guide bleu ' indicates 2200 m., the map, 1 : 500,000, ' Format 
Tourisme' shows 2100 m. 

22 Or Telghemt. 23 Also 'Cape Bon. ' 24 Shot in Arabic= Lake. 
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volcanic lava, turned into blood colour by the blazing and luminous 
sky of Africa, rising from the fertile plain of Marrakech to relative 
and actual great heights, fall away on the other side towards the 
desert. These gigantic colossi where the European mountaineer's 
eye looks vainly for the usual vegetation and green pines, seeks 
vainly for glaciers, where instead the mule climbs through passes 
opening out between 3500 m. and 3700 m. ; those immense and 
rugged ridges often ornamented with fantastic towers, sharp teeth, 
embattled needles, abrupt pinnacles and wild gendarmes, which 
for hundreds of kilometres run without depressions at a level · 
of between 3000 m. and 4000 m. ; the grand panorama you enjoy 
from the ridges; all these, I repeat, are new to the European 
mountaineer. To the plain of Marrakech fall debris and cliffs, lower 
down you see small torrents plunging downwards through deeply 
cut valleys, then still lower down, the irrigating canals which encircle 
all the luxurious vegetation followed by the woods of 'secular' 
olive trees and far away the palms of Marrakech, while in the im
mensity of the horizon lie the steppes. From the other side descend 
for 1000 m. or 2000 m. those ramparts which the sun and the for
midable changes of temperature, the rains and the snows have 
eroded; far in the low ground the eye embraces the vast inhospitable 
highlands of the Sous and then the view ends in the torrid, sandy 
desert. All this gives to the Atlas a wild grace, a peculiar beauty 
and a special attraction. 

N eltner has with rare skill and but few words made a perfect 
comparison of the Atlas : ' II n' est plus beau ni moins beau que les 
Alpes, il est autre.' 25 · 

These great mountains of the Atlas do not present any serious 
difficulty to the mo11ntaineer, or, to be more exact, up to now 
climbers have not found any, since having still many new summits 
to reach, they prefer to ascend these by more sensible routes instead 
of looking for new ways up summits already conquered. The 
difficulties are caused by climate, by lack of detailed rna ps, by the 
difficulty of food supply, in a word by that sum of things for which
and I can never insist enough on it ' Exploration ' differs so pro
foundly from European 'Alpinism.' 

But the great mountains, even when conquered, yet possess 
either aretes or walls, or difficult still untrodden sides, There the 
climber will find, and still more if he carefully prearranges a proper 
itinerary, all sorts of scrambling. For the above reasons the great 
walls have not yet been climbed, thus for instance, the enormous 

· southern face of the Toubkal, which from the Lac d'Ifni, 2260 m., 
rises to the highest summit of the Atlas and in a space of 3 · 920 km. 
has a difference of level of 1920 m. (the same as Breuil to the top 
of the Mt. Cervin, i.e. 5 km. to a height of 2460 m.). 

The High Atlas is near Marrakech, and the reason why it is 

25 La Montagne, 1929, p. 229. 
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sufficiently well known in comparison with the other chains of the 
Atlas is due to the fact that it is of easy access and that in it are 
situated all the highest summits. There exist summits of over 
4000 m. in the massifs of the Toubkal, Ouenkrime and Taraokht 
Tifnout (in. all about nine). These have all been ascended, but there 
must still remain some single virgin summits of under 4000 m. 

In the other ranges of the ' Massif Est ' and the ' Massif Ouest ' 
the mountaineer will be able for many years to explore, correct the 
rna ps and live afresh the life of the great pioneers, finding that 
spirit of adventure now totally lost in Europe. He will be able to 
really enjoy the mountains, as he will find neither huts, signposts 
nor guidebooks, nor anything else to show him where to ascend. 

Any knowledge of the range of the High Atlas frorn the Tizi 
n'Test to the Ari Ayachi and of the other three ranges of the Atlas 
is very vague, and the few reports extant do not enable one to form 
as yet an exact idea of the aspect and the conformation of these 
mountains. I could not then, nor would I, make any comparison 
of these zones with the Alps. One cannot speak of mountaineering 
there because Alpine difficulties probably could not exist; one must 
speak instead of exploration rendered difficult by the unsettled 
population. In these regions therefore one cannot speak of climbing 
but merely of true and real exploration. To those zones still apply 
the words we so often find in the old books : ' the mysterious 
Atlas.' 

Aviation has modified deeply the conceptions of exploration. 
The aeroplane flies over the unexplored zones, almost equally 

safely as over the commercial airlines. Yet another invention has 
contributed to change radically the conditions of exploration
photography. Whereas formerly reconnaissance surveys and 
sketches required some comforts and a good deal of time, nowadays 
a few photos, especially if taken from high up,26 enable one to 
obtain quickly and ·with sufficient exactness a clear representation 
of the ground. The combination of aviation and photography 
(photogrammetry and stereo-photogrammetry) represents there
fore a milestone in the history of exploration. No·w·adays in flying 
over a vast mountain-zone one can recognize their summits, their 
approximate heights, the conformation of the ground, the water
courses, and often even obtain some information on the nature of 
the rocks, on the flora and fauna, on the dwellings, and perhaps 
also of the possibilities of communication. Nowadays one can 
write only of a very few parts of the world that are really unexplored. 
I think there are still zones to be explored in the Sahara, in Brazil, 

26 Flying over territory at 1000, 2000, 5000 m., one can see as far as 120, 
170, 270 km. respectively; one embraces an area of about 45,000, 91,000, 
229,000 sq. km. 
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in the interior of Arabia, in the interior of G-reenland, in the north 
of Tibet, in Siberia, and in the polar regions . 

.... L\.s to the rest of the world where there were lacking, or still lack, 
large scale maps, aeroplanes and pbotography have already given 
us Inany important data of great value. Can therefore certain 
zones not yet well known be reasonably described as unexplored~ 
Yes and No. 

' Yes, ' \>ecause vast territories have not yet been crossed (or to 
be more exact, have not yet been crossed by scientists), and on 
these there is still a lack of exact scientific notes (geological studies, 
samples of the flora and fauna, anthropoinetrical measuren1ents, 
et hnological knoVv-ledge, etc.). 'No,' because we have yet some 
knowledge of them. 

li classical example of this double state of affairR is our kno~v
ledge of Morocco. We possess in fact large-scale rna ps of the more 
important zones of Morocco. Approximately 281,600 sq. km. 
which, as already mentioned, belong to the zones most important 
for commerce, industries, tourism, etc., have been surveyed on a 
scale of 1 : 100,000; some 105,560 sq. km., all in a mountainous 
or almost desert and sparsely populated region, are surveyed on a 
scale of 1 : 200,000. These maps give a very clear idea of the 
conformation of the ground. 

Only (very approximately) 73,000 sq. km. have been surveyed 
on a small scale, but they form a practically uninhabited desert 
land of no importance, devoid of mountains and devoid therefore 
of interest to the mountaineer. Nor can one say for this reason 

. that one has an exact knowledge of the Atlas, because, if vast parts 
of it have been photo-topographically surveyed, they have not as a 
whole been crossed by scientists. 

Exi'LORATION AND MouNTAINEERING IN MoRocco. 

Before the days of scientists and mountaineers the greater number 
of the summits had been reached by natives who went there to 
hunt mouffions and to erect cairns to the genii of the mountains . 
. The history of the exploration of Morocco begins only in the nine
teenth century. Before that time the geographical maps showed 
large white spaces with the wording ' Atlas of the lions.' There 
existed. indeed a most beautiful lion, the ' Lion of Berbery ' (Felis 
Leo Barbarus). 

In the beginning of the nineteenth century the mountains of 
Morocco were visited and in some inst ances crossed by European 
travellers. First by Badia, then Rene Caille in 1828 on his. 
memorable journey home from Timbuctoo and lastly by Lieutenant; 
Washington, attached to the British Embassy in 1837, who visited 
the northern parts of the High Atlas. After a long pause began 
the first detailed explorations. The German, Gerhard Rohlfs, 
1861- 62, visited again the Atlas ; in 1871 the first scientific expedi-
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tion of Dr. (afterwards Sir) J. D. Hooker, l\1essrs. John Ball and 
G. Maw explored the 'Massif Central' ('A.J.,' 6, 220-31) , and their 
book is a valuable contribution, invariably scientific and trust
worthy, especially as regards botany and geology. In 1883-84, 
Vicomte Ch. de Foucault accomplished his famous journey across 
the Anti Atlas, exploring many districts never before visited by 
Europeans, a journey only repeated at a much later period by 
Captain Bourguignon in 1917 and by Dr. Nain in 1926. Joseph 
Thomson made in 1888 the ascent of the Dj. I.~ikoumt, and Walter 
B. IIarris in 1894 made an expedition to Tafilalet. 

But the knowledge real and proper of the Atlas begins with this 
century and is strictly bound up with the names of two great French 
pioneers who devoted their whole life to the exploration of the chains 
of the Atlas and the solving of geological problems: the geologist 
Louis Gentil and the Marquis de Segonzac. De Segonzac climbed 
in 1901 the Ari Ayachi ; in 1908, and again later in 1923, Gentil 
explored the Siroua. In 1922 the Moroccan Section of the C.A .F. 
was founded and de Segonzac was its first president. Up to 1922 
no one knew which was the culminating point of the Atlas. In that 
year de Segonzac and his colleagues, thinking it was the Taraokht
Tifnout, climbed it ; they found later that a still unknown summit, 
christened later Toubkal, was the highest. On June 12, 1923; 
Berger, Dolbeau and de Segonzac climbed the Toubkal,27 and 
finally in 1924 Balay, l\faurice de Prandieres and their colleagues 
ascertained by theodolite its exact height. On August 8, 1931, 
a trigonometrical signal was erected on the top. 

Very few mountaineers of other nationality have visited the 
Atlas in the last ten years. In 1927 the Italian-American, Albert 
Rand Herron, destined to perish later so tragically in Africa itself, 28 

ascended the northern arete of the Toubkal ; in 1929 the British 
climbers Bentley Beetham and Thomson went up various summits 
in the massifs of the Toubkal and Ouenkrime, again in 1919 the 
Swiss Dr. Hauser and his colleagues ascended the Toubkal and the 
Likoumt; finally, in 1932, came the three young Munichers, 
A. Heckmair, G. Kroner and M. Fedor, whose report is still awaited.29 

Exact knowledge of the High Atlas is due mainly to the exertions 
of J. and T. de Lepiney ; L. N el tner, the late M. de Prandieres and 
A. Stofer, all of the G.H.M., who in late years have crossed it 
frequently, ascended almost all the summits and made a careful 
study of it. . 

The first sketch-map (1 : 40,000) of the massif of the Toubkal 

27 To-day any tourist can easily make the ascent from Marrakech in 3 to 4 
days. The EncyclopC13dia Britannica wrongly states that the Tizi n'Tagha 
( =rat or Tinzar) is a peak estimated at 15,000 ft. and is the highest point 
in the Atlas. The Tizi n'Taghrat is a pass. 

2s A.J. 44, 193, footnote 2. 
29 A.J. 44, 334, footnote 10. It will appear probably in the January or 

February number of the Deutsche Alpenzeitung, 1933. 
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was published in 1928 in this JouRNAL,30 then repeated with more 
detail for all the four great massifs in 1929.31 Finally, a third 
improved edition of this sketch-map was made and printed in 1930 
by the Service Geographique du Maroc on behalf of the Moroccan 

. Section of the C.A.F. The sketch-map of the Toubkal Massif . 
contained in this article is based on this last edition. A few very · 
slight additions and changes suggested by the study of the ridge 
during our traverse have been made. For the observations made 
on the spot only the Bezard compass. and a Lufft aneroid have been 
used so that accuracy is only approximate. 

In Africa to-day people talk of ski and winter mountaineering. 
Some keen sportsmen have already skied in the Atlas Tellien and 
a few very rare attempts have been made in the Middle Atlas. 

On the other hand the High Atlas, with its deep glens and un
even ground, is not at all suitable for this sport. Nevertheless in 
the High Atlas some winter ascents have already been made. 
N eltner advises using for this purpose raquettes with crampons 
attached. In fact, with these some ascents have been attempted 
and accomplished. At Christ1nas, 1925, the ascent of the N. side 
of the Inghemar was attempted. On December 30, 1927, J. de 
Lepiney and L. Neltner reached the summit of the Aksoual and the 
Col du Grand Ravin. During this ascent they found a lot of most 
fatiguing snow, taking 24 hours to cover a height of 2000 m. 

Early in the year there is much snow at Arround and Tachdirt, 
the latter being often snowbound for long periods. The snow is 
about 2 ft. deep in these villages, attaining a depth of 3i ft. in the 
passes of the High Atlas. 

OuR JouRNEY THROUGH THE HIGH ATLAS. 

In studying Morocco, I came to the conclusion that the most 
interesting and sporting programme for one month was the complete 
traverse of the main ridge of the High Atlas by the crest-line. To 
accomplish this from the Tizi n'Ouagane, 3650 m., to the Tizi 
n'Likoumt, 3550 m., I chose the month of August, because in that 
month the days are longer and I reckoned besides that snow would 
not hinder our progress. I found two friends willing to join me 
in the joys and discomforts: Miro Dougan (C.A.I., C.A.A.I., G.H.M.) 
and Mauro Botteri (Q.A.I., D. & Oe. A.-V.), both from Trieste. The 
organization tasks, topographical and photogra phi cal, were entrusted 
to the writer, the management of the ascents to Miro Dougan; 
Mauro Botteri, being very young and strong, had the honourable 

30 A.J. 40, 227, in J. de Lepiney's article. The sketch was made in co
operation with L. Neltner, M. de PrandiE~res and A. Stofer. 

31 La Montagne, July-Aug. 1929. Neltner's important monograph com
prises all the great results obtained by the above parties. The sketch is by 
J. de Lepiney, L. Neltner and A. Stofer. 
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duty of always carrying the heaviest of all the heavy rucksacks. 
I worked out an equal and very light equipment for all three, con
sisting of a minimum of weight and objects.32 

On August 1, 1932, we left Trieste by train for Marseilles; then 
by steamer in 37 hours we reached Oran. By train (excluding the 
stretch Guercif Fes done by autocar) we attained Marrakech in 
29 hours, 1170 km., where we arrived on the 7th at 11.40 A.M.

temperature 113° F. ( 45° C.). 
On August 8 we left Marrakech ( 453 m.) by motor car and did 

the 56 km. to Asni (about 1200m.) in two hours. The next day, 
having loaded our baggage on mules, we continued on these from 
Asni. We arrived very easily in 6 hours at the Refuge d'Arround 
(1860 m.). There we were met at once by no less a man than 
Mohammed, the Sheik of Arround, who acts as keeper of the hut 
and who also supplies provisions, mules and what not. 

On August 10 at 7 A.M., with a native called Si Aomar who offered 
himself as a guide and who, although he has only ascended the 
Toubkal, knows the passes well, and with a boy leading a mule on 
which we loaded our rucksacks, we took the mule-track leading to 
Tizi n'Ouagane. We passed Sidi Chamarouche, 2150 m., and, 
walking very slowly owing to the unbearable heat, reached in the 
evening the Azibs 33 n'Ouagane, 3350 m., where we passed the 
night sheltered from the cold wind by aJow wall. 

On August 11 we started at 6.30 A.M. The thermometer showed 
50° F. (10° C.) but one is under the impression of being in a tempera
ture of 14° F. (- 10° C.). At 8 o'clock we took a not easy mule
track which our mule, to our astonishment, ascended without 
difficulty, and reached the Tizi n'Ouagane, 3560 m. Here we un
loaded the mule and ordered the boy to take it to Arround and to 
come two days after to the Tizi n'Tifourar with provisions and 
water. The pass is crossed by a few shepherds and merchants. 

~4.t 10.15, carrying the rucksacks, we set, out. Following a not 
difficult rocky arete we attained the Dj. Bou Ouszab I, about 3760 m., 
the highest point of this mountain, where we found a cairn. There 
is a magnificent view of all the chain between the Tizi n'Ouanoums 
and the Dome d'Ifni, of the S. face of the Toubkal and of the green 
Lac d'Ifni, deeply embedded in arid hills. vV e descended to the 
narrow saddle between the summits I and II, and continued by a 
kind of little track (of mouffi.ons 1) running on the S. side a little 
under the crest (for the sake of brevity I shall aJV\rays call the side 
towards the Sahara ' south side ' and that towards Marrakech 
' north side '). We ascended the summit II, about 37 40 m., easy ; 
then III, about 3730 m., then IV, about 3700 n1., both difficult. 

Snow was falling, compact as hail. To reach the Tizi n'Ouanoums 
one cannot make use any longer of the track as it ends where there 

82 I would very willingly send a detailed list thereof to anyone interested 
in the matter. 

33 Azib =pastoral shelter. 
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are 'steps' and we had to re-ascend to the arete between the summits 
III and IV, "\Vhenee by the N. side, we descended easily to the Tizi 
n'Ouanoum.s, V\'"here we halted from 11.45 till 15.15. We now con
tinued the ascent by the arete. It was ra.ining and hailing ; the 
sun, however, shone somewhere on the high plateau of Sous, because 
through the strange yellow tint colouring everything, we perceived 
the Sahara. 

The arete after the Tizi n'Ouanoums rises in three steep to\vers 
divided by fairly deep notches. From these notches deeply-cut 
ravines descend on the N. side. On the sketch-map I have 
shown these towers as Tours d'Ouanoum.s I-III. 

w·e climbed with difficulty owing to heavy rucksacks and bad 
weather to the Tower I.34 The continually varying aneroid and 
the very bad visibility did not allow us even to estimate the height 
of these three towers. We descended by a rappel to the saddle 
between the Towers I and II. Sleet, mist and fog driven by wind 
swept round us. We found Si Aomar awaiting us; it was pouring. 
Si Aomar assured us he knew of a place sheltered by a rock, not 
far off ; and in fact, in about half an hour, we came to an excellent 
sheltered spot, under a great overhanging rock, protected by a low 
~·all probably erected by shepherds, which covered us very w·ell 
fron1 the wind. We were lucky enough to collect a little rainwater. 
There we passed the night. The bivouac is situated on the S. side 
between the Tete d'Ouanoums and the Tizi n'Toubkal Ouest : 
approximate height 3750 m. 

On August 12, at 6 A.M., the temperature was 45° F. (7° C.). It 
was cold and there was a strong wind blowing in freezing gusts. 
We felt quite done up and dead-like. Our pulses "\Vere all over 100. 

By an easy and broad rocky ledge we came to a wide and easy 
gully filled with screes which led us to the pass, about 3920 m., 
that I have indicated as the Tizi n'Toubkal Ouest. Now, inst ead 
of going on towards the 1'oubkal Ouest "\Ye returned by the arete 
towards the Tizi n'Ouanoums to explore the stretch we had not done 
the day before. There was first an easy top, broad and flat, which 
I have shown in the sketch-map with the name Tete d'Ouanoums, 
about 3970 m. Somebody must have been there already because 
we found a rusty t in. Thence we descended a long stretch of ridge 
by the crest, then mounted again without much difficulty to the 
Tower III. We did not climb the Tower II which looks rather 
difficult and over which we should have lost too much time. Anyhow, 
I would suggest it be tried from the 8. 

We returned to the Tizi n'Toubkal Ouest and, by the N. side, 
ascended very easily the Toubkal Ouest, 4030 m., 9.40 A.M. Fine 
view towards the Ouenkrime and on to the Toubkal. We 

34 The handholds are generally speaking firm, given the nature of this rock. 
But, owing to the great influence of meteorological conditions, the rock is 
rotten in many places, hence care is always advisable. 
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left our cards and then descended tovvards the Tizi n'Toubkal and 
by the easy arete, always enjoying the magnificent view of the 
southern face of the Toubkal, although suffering very much from 
the burning sun-rays, mounted towards the summit. 

This enormous face could be climbed without exceptional difficulty 
and nearly all the ascent could be made over very steep debris. 
I consider it possible in summer only, when there is no snow. In 
that case, however, there would be no possibility of finding water, 
and anyway it would be very long and fatiguing. This applies only 
to a true ascent of the S. face, viz. from the Lac d'Ifni (2660 m.) 
direct to the top. From other directions, from the Tizi n'Ouanoums, 
for instance, one cannot describe the route as an ascent of the 
S. face. 

At 11 A.M. we attained the broad summit of the Dj. Toubkal, 
triangulated as 4165 m. The sun had disappeared, it was foggy 
and cold. We descended to a slight depression between the Toubkal 
and the Imouszer, marked as Tizi Ouest n'Imouszer. The sketch
map of the C.A.F. shows 3950 m. ; the two former sketch-maps 
4000 m. I consider the height of about 3975 m. more approximately 
correct. We ascended the · Dj. Imouszer very easily, finding a 
cairn on the first top. To clin1b to the sun1mit we had first to 
descend by a rappel over a perpendicular step of a bout 6 m., 
thence we climbed to the top, 4010 m., a few metres higher than 
the first peak. To pass the rucksacks we used the rope as a sort of 
teleferiqu.e. "\Ve saw then that with some loss of time we could 
have made a long turning movement as Si Aomar did. 

'V e left a card on the top. The surrounding panorama vvas 
glorious. We could perceive very well towards the N. Sidi Chama
rouche, Arround and Asni. In fact this is the mountain which 
blocks the su1nmit of the Toubkal from an onlooker at Arround, 
for which it is often mistaken. Towards the S. one can see the 
desert plain. In few regions of over 4000 m. can mountaineers 
see two plains at once. We descended the arete first on the S. side, 
then climbing a first top of the Imouszer, which I have marked. as 
Petit Imouszer, proceeded on the N. slope. V{ e had no water left, 
but fortunately found a little snow. At 17.40 we attained the Tizi 
n'Imouszer.35 

We found a tiny shelter, insufficient for even two people to lie 
down, under the perpendicular rock where we bivouacked. We 
stretched ourselves in shallow hollows dug in the steep gravel; 
towards the N. the sky was violet on one side and green on the other 
-a fantastic sight. 

On August 13in the morning the temperature was 47° F. (4° -5° C.). 

36 The difference of height between the Tizi n'Imouszer and the Afekhoui 
cannot be 51 m., as shown on the carte-esquisse of the C.A.F., but must be at 
least 80 m., as also confirmed by the aneroid. And as the height of the Afekhoui 
has been trigonometrically measured I have thought it advisable to show in 
the sketch-map the height of the Tizi n'Imouszer as 3670 m. instead of 3700 m. 
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We mounted towards the Dj. Afekhoui. It is a striking pyramid. 
First over not difficult debris, then climbing a short and easy gully, 
we reached the summit, 3751 m. We found a cairn there. The 
Dj. Afekhoui had been for a long time considered the highest point 
of the High Atlas. 36 We descended, and at 8. 45 reached the pass, 
3560 m., which I have marked on the sketch-map as Tizi n'Afekhoui. 
We mounted thence without difficulty to the summit, 3660 m., of 
the Agouidad n'Tichki, and descended to the depression about 
3620 m. between this and the other summit. This depression is 
full of enormous blocks of rock. It is marked on the sketch-map 
as Tizi n' Agouidad n'Tichki. We next climbed the summit, 3710 m., 
of the Agouidad n'Tichki. 

We were very tired. The heat was great and we had no drop 
of water left. We descended first to a slight depression, about 
3640 m., between the Agouidad n'Tichki and the Tours de Tichki. 
This depression is marked as Tizi n'Tichki. We then continued along 
the arete. Facing us was a square tower. We turned it on theN. 
side, perceiving here that from the main arete a secondary arete 
descended towards the N.W. We climbed to the point of junction of 
both aretes which forms a kind of small saddle. Hence by slabs with 
few handholds to the summit of the higher tower, shown in the 
sketch-map as Tour de Tichki I. During our progress an inquisitive 
eagle approached us to within a few yards and rather frightened 
the party. From the first tower over a difficult ridge to the saddle 
between the two towers, then on to the Tour II. We estimated 
the height of the Tour I as 3750 m. The Tour II is a little lower. 
We returned in our tracks and over the rocky and pinnacled ridge, 
reached the broad summit of the Dj. Tichki, 3770 m. 

From the Dj. Tichki we saw beneath us the broad and easy Tizi 
n'Taghrat, the triple pass formed by the Tizi n'Tifourar, the Tizi 
n'Taghrat (sensu stricto), and the Tizi n'Tifni ou n'Imrica. We 
descended to the Tizi n'Tifourar, 3520 m. We were really glad to 
find the boy and mule there awaiting us with supplies o( water and 

• • prOVISIOnS. 
Strong wind and rain came on. On the broad pass there was 

no shelter. When it ceased raining we erected with some stones 
an 'azib,' that is a circular low wall to protect ourselves from the 
wind. Then we collected some prickly dry twigs to make up a 
fire to dry and restore ourselves. 

August 14 was a necessary day of rest. Meanwhile the boy with 
the mule went twice over mule-tracks to replenish our water supply, 
taking about 1~ hours. We then dismissed the boy w]fo returned 
with the mule to Arround. We bought a kid from a shepherd for 
twenty francs, and as we were really hungry were obliged to kill 

36 I note incidentally that Neltner calls it Afekho; the carte-esquisse of the 
C.A.F., Afekhout; the map 1 : 100,000 of the S.G.lVI., Afekhool. The natives 
pronounce it Afru (Latin pronunciation: u as in' full'). 
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it. We cooked it on our small Primus stove, but, even after cooking, 
it smelt horribly, having been roasted in too great a hurry. We 
all felt sick. 

On the 15th we left with 11 litres of water in our packs, besides 
other articles. We ascended the Dj. Taghrat, 3685 m., where we 
found a cairn. Proceeding, we passed two summits of no import
ance, then by the long and insignificant rounded crest of the ridge 
reached the Epaule d'Aksoual, 3788 m., a rocky and easy summit. 
The ridge now changes its character and outline and a system of 
graceful towers begins. First we climbed two spires the 
Clochetons. Now came the Dent d'Aksoual, 3805 m. It is a very 
fine pinnacle resembling somewhat the Vajolet Towers. We 
ascended to the top by the edge. It was a dizzy route, the climbing 
being exposed and rather difficult. Next we ascended the two 
Clochers d' Aksoual. Continuing we passed through a hump formed 
by a mass of rocks caused evidently by the fall of a large turret. 
In a hollow near the summit we found some snow enabling us to 
have water again. 

We next attained the Aksoual which we easily climbed from the 
S.E., that is by the ridge. It plunges down in a face of over 150m. 
towards theN., as Neltner has it, 'd'une farouche verticalite.' To 
the E. there is a rocky step passable only with some difficulty. 
Towards the S. there are low and easy rock walls. The Dj. Aksoual 
has a first top of 3855 m. and a summit of 3860 m. close together. 
One overlooks the three Tours d' Aksoual which can be traversed 
by a very difficult climb. We were however too tired to undertake 
it, so descended instead towards the S.W. and came to an easy and 
broad rocky ledge, 3·7 which on the S. runs parallel with the crest
line. By this we turned the Aksoual and the Tour Ouest 38 and 
found an excellent bivouac, protected from the wind, where the 
night was passed. 

Early on the 16th, after leaving our rucksa·cks at the bivouac, 
we accomplished the not easy climb to the saddle between the 
Aksoual and the Tour Ouest and thence by the N. shoulder to the 
summit of the Tour Ouest, 3848 m. We descended by difficult 
scrambling to the saddle between the Tour Ouest and the Tour 
Central, whence by a not difficult climb, we attained the summit 
of the Tour Central, 3822 m., descending thence again to the same 
saddle. 

The third slightly lower tower, Pot de Fleur, we did not climb. 
·It is of medium difficulty and is marked in the carte-esquisse of 

37 Anyone not wishing to ascend all the summits in the stretch between the 
Clochetons and the Col sans Nom can make use of this magnificent and broad 
rocky ledge which, from time to time narrows so as to nearly disappear and 
forms a natural vault under the three towers. 

38 The three Tours d'Aksoual in the carte-esquisse of the C.A.F. bear no name. 
The three names by which I have marked them on the sketch-map were taken 
from N eltner. 
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the C.A.F. with 3822 m., but being obviously lower I have marked 
it as about 3815 m. From here by easy debris and rocks we ascended 
the Dj. Likoumt, 3910 m. , where we found a cairn. 

From the Dj. Likoumt to the pass of that name runs a long and 
tedious rocky arete which, on theN. side, falls away in steep faces. 
Going easily fron1 one small top to the other, one reaches the Tizi 
n 'Likoumt, 3550 m. The only marked depression of this stretch is 
formed by the Col de 1' Azib, 3710 m. We found a cairn between 
the Dj. Likoumt and the Col de 1' Azib .. 

From the Tizi n'Likoumt we descended toward Tachdirt, first 
by short cuts over steep screes, then by the mule-track. Near 
Tach dirt we found the first trickle of wat er. . 

Tach dirt, 2355 m., is a small village provided with stone houses 
or huts. There is a club hut resembling a fortress . We sought for 
mules to return to Arround, but had to be satisfied with donkeys on 
which we loaded the rucksacks. From Tachdirt a broad and easy 
mule-path via the Tizi d 'Tamat ert, 2308 m., descends with numerous 
zig-zags to a picturesque valley. We passed through interesting 
villages and attractive small forests of walnut-trees. One of these 
trees was so thick that it takes more than four men to surround it. 
We crossed yet another little pass and on the evening of August 16 
arrived a little tired but happy at the base point, Arround. 

In the whole round from the Tizi n'Ouagane to the Tizi n'Likoumt 
we had traversed about 17 km. of ridge. To enable a European 
to ma.ke a comparison, I would like to say that this stretch equals in 
length the following arete-traverse in the Dolomites : Sellajoch
Langkofel Rosengarten Karerseepass . The traverse had taken 
:five days and during it we were never lower than 3520 m. 

I have mentioned all the cairns found along this traverse. Where 
we did not find one we built one twenty-three in all. 

PRACTICAL HINTS. 

I. M eans of Access to Marrakech. 

British subjects wishing to go to. Morocco require no passport visa. 
Marrakech is the starting point for the High Atlas. Access : by sea to 

Oran ,. Tangier or Casablanca, t hen about 27, 16 or 6 hours, respectively, of 
railway. On t he route Oran Marrakech only, the approximate 200 km. 
between Guercif and Fez have still to be traversed by autocars connecting ·with 
the trains, as the standard gauge is not yet completed over that stretch. 

The summits of the High Atlas are mostly in the so-called ' zone d'insecurite.' 
To enter this zone one must obtain from the ' General Commandant la Region 
de Marrakech ' at the Bureau Regional, an 'autorisation' (permit) which is 
readily granted without fee. It is advisable to ask for it first at t he ' Syndicat 
d'Initiative et de Tourisme' of Marrakech (Place Djemaa El Fna) or better, 
to save time, write to the British Consulate at Marrakech a few days before. 
The railways of Morocco are comfortable, clean and not expensive. In a 
third-class carriage one travels as comfortably as on the Continent. Up t o 
a few years ago Europeans used to stop at the ' de grand luxe ' palace hotels 
which were very expensive of course. But everywhere t here exist to-day in 
Morocco middle-class hotels with moderate prices, clea.n and with running 
water. The same remarks apply to r estaurants. 
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As to the season, although my sole experience was in August, I think that, 
provided the mountaineer can stand the discomforts due to the temperature, 
at no other season can he do so much high mountaineering with so few technical 
difficulties as in summer. The most advisable month would be July owing to 
its long days, the snow is scarce and does not hinder walking or climbing, and 
yet enables one to replenish water supplies, everywhere and easily . 

The cost of a journey in the Atlas is rather lower than for European mountain
eering. The cost of a campaign of about 4 to 6 weeks (from Marseilles, and 
reckoning for a very modest standard) would be roughly £50. 

Practically, the High Atlas is to-day neither unsafe nor subject to the dangers 
of illness. I t hink that the few thieves who may perhaps still exist in the less 
controlled zones are on the whole rather mild, poor and modest and are satisfied 
with robbing the natives for their bare wants. 

It is advisable for the mountaineer visiting Morocco to combine climbing 
with a tour round the interesting places. 

2. Ways of Access to the High Atlas M eans of Conveyance Guides. 

There is a pretty regular public motor-car service from Marrakech to Amismiz, 
Asni and Telouet. One can also hire private motor-cars at 2 frs. per km. 
(possibly cheaper). The usual way to reach the High Atlas is via Asni. There 
are numerous public cars running to Asni (56 km. from Marrakech). Fare, 
15 frs., possibly less for more persons. A road suitable for motor-cars has been 
commenced from Asni to Arround. Two roads suitable for motor-cars, but 
not entirely finished and in some parts not very practicable (obtain informa
tion beforehand) , cross the High Atlas. The first: Marrakech Asni-Talaat 
n 'Yakoub (Ka. Goundafa) Taroudant; the second : Marrakech Telouet
Taourirt. By mule one can cross t he High Atlas at four passes : Tizi 
n 'Ouagane, 3560 m., and Tizi n'Tifourar, 3520 m., from Arround; Tizi 
n'Lik-oumt, 3550 m., and Tizi n'Tachdirt, 3200 m., from Tachdirt. 

In Asni, Arround, Tachdirt and almost everywhere one can hire mules, or 
at least donkeys. One mule with its boy costs 17.50 frs. per day. It is ad
visable to give the boy some plain food. On mule-back one can ride or load 
from 50 to 80 kg.; a donkey costs less. The leader runs untiringly by the 
mule, even during the hottest hours. As one can transport rucksacks to the 
high passes on mule-back and at a moderate cost, I think it advisable for a 
mountaineer to make use of t his means so as to save his energy entirely for 
the actual climbing. Besides, being able to load the mule with heavier weights 
than the climber can carry on his shoulders, allows of greater comforts (as, 
for instance, sleeping on a pneumatic mattress). 

Guides in the European sense do not exist. I can recommend either of the 
two brothers of Arround, Si Lhassen and Si Aomar, who are willing to 
accompany mountaineers on easy mountains and especially on the Toubkal, 
4165 m., for 25 frs. a day. They are honest and helpful and know all the 
passes. They walk on mountain paths faster than Europeans, and when an 
easy cl imb is to be undertaken do it cleverly and with a monkey-like nimble
ness, better perhaps and quicker than Europeans, amateur or professional. 

They are very sure-footed. In climbing they do not use a rope nor do they 
know how to use it, hence they cannot attempt climbs of medium or extreme 
difficulty. They are, moreover, unused to heavy sacks. They display very 
proudly cards given them by European climbers as certificates and appreciate 
another such card very much. 

3. Huts. 

There exist the following refuge huts : 
A. In the upper Reraia: 

(a) in the valley of the Oued Ait Mizane there is a hut at Arround. 
(b) in the valley of the Oued Iminene there is a hut at Tachdirt. 
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B. In the region of the Oued Ourika : 
(a) in the lower Ourika two huts exist, one at Asguine and one at 

Igherm. 
(b) in the upper Ourika are two more huts, one at Sidi Fatma and 

one at Timichi. 
C. There is a seventh hut at Telouet. 

The night accommodation in these huts costs 5 frs, and one must obtain 
the necessary ticket at the 'Syndicat' at Marrakech. There is a small hotel 
at Asni, ' La bonne Auberge.' 

lVIoreover, one can use a tent, sleep in the open air or in the azibs (pastoral 
shelters) and, if n ecessary, in the villages 'vhere the people are hospitable but 
dirty according to our ideas. 

4. Summer T emperature and Conditions in the Mountains . 

In August all the summits, even the highest, are entirely free from snow ; 
only in some often inaccessible gorges is there any trace of it. Such traces 
are, however, too few to replenish the water supply of the climber and are to 
be found more on the S. side than on theN. And this is due to the fact that 
the S. side has more gorges than the N .39 

The tern perature in the plains of the N . side (Marrakech) is in summer 
104°- 117° F . (40°-47° C.) in the shade. On the S. side (Taroudant) it varies 
from 113° to 122° F. (45°-50° C.). The air is dry. These are exhausting 
temperatures; one has neither the wish nor the power of eating substantial 
food and, for this reason, one is exhausted on reaching the passes. The nights 
are bearable. 

Going up towards the mountains the temperature at mid-day is a little 
lower. Nevertheless at noon the sun is always unbearable and one must be 
well protected, because besides the heat there are the actinic or chemical 
effects of the luminous rays accompanying it, due to the height which make 
the sun-rays absolutely intolerable. At night the temperature on the mountains 
(3500 m.-4000 m.) sinks in August to about 48°-45° F. (9°-7° C.). 

These usual changes of temperature are such as to cause one to feel the heat 
exceedingly in the daytime and the cold at night. On the mountains, during 
the summer at least, pleasant temperatures do not exist because as soon as the 
sun rises its burning rays give no rest, while as soon as it sets or disappears 
during the day it gets chilly at once and one has the feeling of great cold. 

A consequence of the summer climate in the mountains is 'sun-illness ' 
which affects almost all climbers : it consists in periods of diarrhooa alternating 
with periods of constipation, vertigo, continuous headaches, a feverish state, 
frequent pulses a combination that depresses even strong constitutions. 

In the months of July- August in theN. and S. plains of the High Atlas it 
hardly ever rains. On the mountains it sometimes rains, but much less certainly 
than in our Alps. On mountains over 3500 m. it often hails and snows. 

5. Equipment. • 

B ootgear. The High ... L\.t las is of volcanic origin and is formed in great part 
of granite, andesite and diorite, and has therefore a constitution similar to 
that of the Mont Blanc range. Mountain-boots with the usual nails are there
fore suitable. For those who wish to make very difficult climbs ' Kletter
schuhe ' will be useful. 

Crampons. Utterly useless in summer. 
Rock-pitons. Owing to the nature of the rocks, such are of little use. 

39 Both sides are, owing to the latitude, exposed almost alike to the sun as 
the sunrays at mid-day are nearly perpendicular . 
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Ice Axe. In summer one small ice axe for each party will suffice to level 
the bivouac place, to pull up thorny twigs (for lighting the fire) and uproot 
thistles to feed the mules. 

Headcover. For the lower parts a sun helmet (tropical) is advisable, 
especially for people not used to the burning sun. The same applies to the 
high m ountains. A woollen or silk cap for the night is very advisable. 

Sleeping Bags. Such are very advisable for those intending to bivouac on 
the passes (3200 m. and over) or anywhere on the high mountains. 

T ent. It is very advisable to take a waterproof cloth tent provided it be 
. very light. Still better is a so-called tent-sack, Zdarsky pattern. For the 
rest of the equipment, there is nothing to be said, as it is the same as that used 
in our Alps. For the towns a linen suit or one made of some t ropical texture 
will serve well. 

Medical Outfit . I t is indispensable to have an outfit supplied with remedies 
for first aid and articles of medical treatment. Do not forget styptic cotton 
for nose-bleeding, a frequent trouble. Some laxatives and medicines for 
stomach troubles. A cholera belt made of thick wool to be worn day and night 
is useful. 

Photographic Equipment. Be very particular as to this because in the Atlas, 
in summer especially, it is not easy to obtain good photographic results. The 
camera should be very light, as one has already so much weight to carry. Keep 
an exact note of all the films taken, to a void confusion. In summer strong 
yellow filters are of use to get the necessary contrasts. The films should be 
in tropical packing. 

P rovisions. The climber will take provisions as for our mountains. In 
Marrakech one can buy everything cheaply. Asni is the last place where it 
is still possible to buy something (even cigarettes). In the villages one can 
buy 'chleuh' bread made without yeast, in eatable round and flat loaves ; 
plenty of eggs at 25 cents apiece, chickens at 5 frs . The price of lambs and 
sheep varies from 20 frs. to 100 frs . There are no cigarettes to be had. Milk 
and butter exist which, however, are not suited to our tastes, as these are 
obtained from goats' milk. 

In the high valleys spring-water is available, consequently fresh and whole
some. In the m ountains water is only found in the springs which are below 
the passes. The few patches of snow are often not to be depended on. It 
is t herefore necessary to take large water-bottles or, better still, tin tanks 
holding about 5 litres. 

6. Money. 

In Morocco the 'franc marocain' circulates, equal in value to the French 
franc, and at the Banque d'Etat du Maroc at JYiarrakech these are exchanged 
readily and free of charge. 

In the mountains, however, t he people know only the franc marocain, and 
it is therefore advisable, before leaving Marrakech, to obtain supplies of 
Moroccan currency, a good many 5 fr. notes, and coins of l fr. and 50 and 
25 cents, as the people never possess change. 

7. Language. 

In the low dist ricts of the north and south the inhabitants are mostly Arab 
and speak Arabic; they sometimes understand a· little French. In t he 
mountainop.s districts most of the inhabitants are Berbers, called ' chlouh ' 
(sine. chleuh) who, besides the' Chleuh 'dialect, understand also a little Arabic, 
but hardly ever French. They are, however, intelligent and quick enough 
to m ake themselves understood and to understand others. 

To read the maps of the region it is necessary to understand four Arab 
words: Djebel = mount; Tizi =pass; Oued = watercourse, river; Azib = 
pastoral shelter. These terms are also used by the ' chlouh., 
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I will add three chleuh (Moroccan) words indispensable to all mountaineers 
and tourists: Echoua, Uacha, Meziane = good, well; Assrd6un =mule; 
Fabor = favour, gift, tip, for which not only children but also grown-ups ask 
assiduously from passing tourists. The tip may consist in the usual gift of a 
small coin, of a piece of soap, or of glass beads, etc., but a small coin is 
invariably more appreciated. 

8. Flora and Fauna. 

Wild animals have mostly disappeared, although mouffions (Ovis musimon) 
are numerous. Eagles also exist. During the summer shepherds drive large 
herds of sheep to the scanty pastures, even in the very high regions. On the 
medium heights there are scorpions in great numbers under the stones. As far 
as I could make out, they are not especially poisonous; however, it is always 
advisable to be careful in preparing a bivouac. 

As for shooting and fishing (the Lake of Ifni is full of trout), it is necessary 
to obtain a special permit. 

The vegetation of the Atlas, owing to the hot climate, extends to much 
higher elevations than in Europe. In the plains palm-trees flourish. From 
1000 m. to 1500 m. olive-trees grow luxuriantly : up to 1500 m. wheat, potatoes 
and pumpkins also grow. Mint is very frequently found. Its leaves, either 
fresh or dried, produce an infusion much used by the natives with plenty of 
sugar; it is practically the national drink. With a little sugar this infusion 
is an excellent thirst-quenching drink. 

Of the big trees, the walnut extends up to nearly 2300 m. Above 2000 m. 
a low coniferous tree grows almost everywhere even in dry regions which 
flourishes up to 2600 m. to 2700 m. It must be noted that all this vegetation 
depends on water for its existence; the irrigated regions are very fertile. 
Where there is no water, or where the extensive artificial irrigation does not 
extend, vegetation is practically non-existent. Higher up may be found some 
small flowers and thorny twigs which are most useful to the mountaineer, as 
they enable him to light fires. 

9. Bibliography and Oa~rtography. 

To obtain proper information the mountaineer will do well to consult recent 
publications, as communications have made great strides and knowledge of 
the mountains is becoming daily more accurate. Among recent publications 
in Alpine reviews, the mountaineer must certainly consult N el tner (LaMontagne, 
July-August, 1929), a systematic, most complete and exhaustive study. 

Not only to the tourist, but also to the mountaineer the' Guide bleu,' Maroc, 
Hachette, 1930 (50 frs.) will be found very' useful. It contains also an interest
ing preface, a small Moroccan dictionary, and a copious bibliography. 

Studying these two publications will practically suffice for a person not 
meaning to go deeply into details or special studies. Anyone interested in 
geology or the physical geography of Morocco must read the standard work by 
Gentil, 'Le Marbc physique' (Paris: Alcan, 1912). 

The most detailed maps are those on the scale of 1 : 100,000 of the Service 
Geographiqtte du J.I aroc, obtainable either from the S.G.M. at Rabat, or from 
the Service Geographique de l'Armee (136 bis rue de Grenelle, Paris 7e). They . 
are useful in the valleys, but the· indications regarding the summits and passes 
are insufficient. 

In consulting the maps of the S.G.M. one should bear in mind: 
(1) That all the quoted geodetic points on the 1 : 100,000 map are also shown 

on that of 1 : 200,000. 
(2) That most of the summits have been measured by cross bearings, and 

that the heights given have a possible and approximate error of 4 m. to 5 m. 
(3) That the su:rp.mits shown on the maps with a triangle as having been 

measured trigonometrically, does not mean that these summits have necessarily 
been ascended. 
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The High Atlas is shown in the following two sheets on a scale I : IOO,OOO: 
Feuille LIII, Marrakech Sud, huith3me No. 7. 
Feuille LXII, Talaat n'Yakoub, huitieme No.3. 

Whoever is interested in the cartography of Morocco should order the cata
logue: Deuxieme Fascicule, Cartes (en services) de !'Afrique du Nord, du 
Levant, des Colonies Fran9aises et de divers Pays etrangers. I. Janvier 1932 
(3 frs. ). 

The maps for the Spanish zone can be ordered at the Deposito Geografico y 
Historico del Ejercito. Ministerio de la Guerra, Madrid. 

The only good and practical map of the High Atlas is the Oarte-esquisse 
orographique des Massifs del' I nghemar, du Likoumt, du Toubkal et de l'Ouenkrime, 
by J. de Lepiney, L. Neltner et A. Stofer, I : 40,000, published in 1930 on 
behalf of the Moroccan section of the C.A.F. ; this is given free of charge by 
the 'Syndicat d'Initiative et de Tourisme' of Marrakech. For the massif 
of the Toubkal, one may consult the sketch-map in this article. 

' 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

There is a very extensive bibliography on Morocco. The publications 
indispensable to the mountaineer have already been mentioned above. 

I give here a more extensive list of other publications of an' Alpine' nature 
that may interest the climber. 

A. BOOKS. 

Brives, A.: Voyages au Maroc (Alger: Adolphe Jourdan, I909). 
Chatinieres: Dans le Grand Atlas Marocain (Paris: Pion, I919). 
Cortes, Ricardo Donoso : Estudio Geografico Politico M ilitar sobre las zonas 

espaiwlas de norte y sur de Marruecos (Madrid: Libreria Gutenberg de 
J. Ruiz). 

Fischer, T. : W issenschaftliche Ergebnisse einer Reise im Atlasvorlande von 
Marokko. Gotha: l 900. Ergangzungsheft 133 zu Petermann's Mit
teilungen. 

Foucauld, Ch. de: Reconnaissances au Maroc 1883-1884 (Paris, 1888, 2 vols.). 
Gentil, Louis: Dans le bled Siba (Paris: Masson, I906); Le Maroc physique 

(Paris : Alcan, 19I2). 
Harris, Walter B.: Tafilet, a Journey of Exploration in the Atlas Mountains 

(London, 1895). 
Hooker, Ball and Maw: Morocco and the Great Atlas (London, I879). 
Karsten and Schenk : Die V egetationsbilder. Heft X, 1-3. 1912. Das algerisch-

tunesische Atlasgebirge. 
Moulieras: Le Maroc inconnu, explorations du Rif et des Djebela (Oran, 2 vols.). 
Ricard, P. : Maroc (Hachette, 1930, 'Guide bleu '). 
Rohlfs, Gerhard : Adventures in Morocco (London, I874). 
Schnell, B.: L'Atlas Marocain. Traduction A. Bernard (Leroux). 
Thomson, Joseph: Travels in the Atlas and Southern Morocco (London, I889). 
Wehrli, Leo: Marocco von Marrakech bis Fes. Das erwachende Maurenland 

(Zurich, I930 : Rascher & Co.). 

B. REVIEWS. 

Aguilar, R. F.: Una Ascension a Yebel Musa (Madrid, I9I9: Penalara, 6, 66). 
Baker, G. P.: The High Atlas and Marrakech (A.J. 43, 147-151). 
Ball, John: Mountaineering in the Great Atlas (A.J. 6, 220-3I). 
Dosse, General: Description d'un coin du Rif (La Montagne, Novembre I926). 
Gaertner, Hans : Wanderungen im Atlasgebiet (Zurich, 1917. Alpina 25, 5). 
Gentil, Louis: A traversl'Atlas et le Djebel Bani (Bulletin de !'Afrique Fran9aise, 

Mars 1924). · 
Herron, Alberto Rand : Alto Atlante (Rivista M ensile del Club Alpino Italiano, 

genn. febb. 1928). 

• 
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H auser, Dr. Walter : l m JJ!fa'l·okkanischen Atlas (Der B ergsteiger, April1932); 
Im Marokkanischen Atlas (Die Alpen, Sept. 1929). 

Jacqueton, G.: Excursion dans l'Atlas Ma'rocain (La Montagne, 1912, 8, 10). 
Lepiney, J acques de : The .L11ountains of Moi·occo (A .J. 40, 221-34); Djebel 

Aksoual et Djebel L ikoumt pa1·l'arete Ouest (La Montagne, Mai-Juin 1929); 
Djebel Iguenouane (3782 m., S.G.M.) par l'arete a~~est (La Montagne 
Mai-Juin 1929) ; Djebel Ifni ou Toubkal (La Montagne, Juillet 1923). 

1f.G. : A us dem Hohen Atlas (Oe. A. Z ., November 1931). 
Neltner, Louis : Impressions d'Atlas ; Au Toubkal (La Montagne, Avril1928); · 

Notes sur le Haut Atlas (La Montagne, Juillet-Aout 1929). 
Schibler: I. Durchquerung der Djurdju·ralcette und B esteigung der Kredidja, 

2308 rn.; II. B esteigung des Dj. Ohe-lia, 2328 m . im Sahara Atlas (S.A.C.J., 
1909-10). 

Segonzac, Marquis de : A u Maroc (La Montagne, Fevrier 1923). 
Zeller, Dr. A. : A us dem algerischen A tlasgebiet Oedernpick und Dschebel lYI etlili 

(S.A.C.J . 1910). 
The following reviews may also be consulted. 

L a R evue de geographie ma'rocaine, organe de la Societe de Geographie du 
Maroc, Casablanca. 

L e Bulletin de la Section marocaine du Club Alpin Franr;ais (Palais de la Bourse, 
Casablanca) . 
See also under 'Atlas,' 'Berbers,' 'Morocco,' etc., in the leading 
Encyclopoodias. 

[We would express our great indebtedness to Dr. de P olli tzer 
for his exhaustive and valuable article. Editor 'A.J. '] 

THE AI ... PINE CLUB : 1920- 1932 . 

BY T. GRAHAM BROWN. 

(An article written for the Ille Oongres d'.Alp·inis?ne, held at 
Chan1onix, August, 1932.) 

HE theme, the day, and the man were in happy eonjunct.ion 
when the late Arnold Mumm read his paper on the 'History of 

the Alpine Club ' to the Oongres d'.Alpinisrne at Monaco in 1920. 
Few knew so intimately the early history of the club he loved, or 
the climbing achievements of its founders and later members. 
The time was propitious. For half a decade there had been a truce 
in climbing, while war held Europe ; and men, deprived of the 
mountains, had turned their thoughts during these barren years to 
the origins of mountain-climbing. If the mountains were left in quiet, 
the researches of Freshfield, Farrar, lVIontagnier and many others 
opened a new field of interest and gave us a n1ass of inform.ation for 
which we might almost forgive the cause. During that interval, it 
was possible to take stock of climbing history and to re-estin1ate 
values. Mumm did so and gave us a history of the Club and of its 
beginnings which covered the great period of Alpine Exploration. 
He is no longer here, but his knowledge is happily preserved in his 
'Alpine Club Register' a treasure of Alpine history. 

I 
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